THE DEATH OF THE MONARCHY
gives the country he governs great strength for a brief period,
but usually at the price of great economic strain. In a country
of not much more than a million families, much the greater part
of them living on small farms, Cromwell gathered what would
be to-day three-quarters of a million pounds a month for his
army alone. And naval expenditure, though very much less,
was in the same proportion. He was levying thus in customs
and confiscations far more than double anything Englishmen
had yet had to meet. But such a revenue gave him superb
fighting forces, quite out of proportion to the then scale of the
country. His sailors were the only ones in Europe who now
had long-continued experience on fighting ships extended over
many years, and his army was in the main an army of veterans.
On this account he enjoyed the highest prestige among the
great Governments of Europe, whose possible resources were
far greater, but who had not the power to use them thus in
concentrated fashion. He was able to fight Spain and did so,
failed in his main object of capturing her chief island in the
West Indies, but did at least get hold of Jamaica, which turned
out more valuable than he thought. Later on, when he decided
to make an alliance with France, the help of his trained infantry
and cavalry was so eagerly sought that the French supported
his satisfaction of a private whim. Cromwell was determined
to back up certain up-country Protestant mountaineers, sub-
jects of the Duke of Savoy, who had been raiding the more
fertile lands of their Catholic neighbours in the lower valleys.
The French Government took up their cause to obtain the use
of the unique English professional army, after which Cromwell,
with no clear idea of what his policy would lead to—and, indeed,
the whole of his foreign policy was exceedingly confused—
repaid them by helping in the war they were waging against
the Spanish power on the borders of Belgium. The French
promised him the Spanish town of Dunkirk, which his troops
helped to take, and which was duly handed over to him and
manned with an English garrison in the summer of 1658, just
before he died.
Hie Third Experiment Unlucky with experimental Par-
liaments, Cromwell decided on absolute rule—the thing that
suited him least and which he most dreaded. He divided
England into ten (later twelve) districts, giving despotic com-
mand over each to one of his Major-Generals, and lie toyed

